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UNLV exhibit features 
nonconformist works 
by Russian artists 

"Mclealn's" by 
Aleksaader Kosolapov 

By Jerry Fink 
LAS VEGAS SUN 

A
veil of secrecy shrouded the 
Soviet Union until the collapse 
of C.ommunism there 15 years 
ago. 

People curious about what it 
was like to be an artist behind the Iron 
Curtain, before fonner President Mikhail 
Gorbachev began the dissolution of the 
world's oldest C.ommunist government, 

artists and their contn°J)Ution tpJ>ringmg 
down the Soviet UniQll," DmitriShalin1 

professor of sociology at UNLV, said. 
c.an�t apeek 
by visiting 
UNLV'sMar
jorie Barrick 
Museum. 

The"C.old 
War, Hot Cul
ture: America 
and Russian 
Noncon
fonnist Art" 
exlubition is 
on display at 
the musewn 
through Feb. 
16. It features
painting$, 
photographs and other media by about 
20 controversial Russian artists who 
have emigra ted to the United States in 
recent years. 

"Essentially, it is a retrospective of 
C.old War-era art of dissident Soviet 

• Wblt: "Cold War, Hot Cul
re: America and Russian
onconformist Art" exhibi·

ion.
WIien: On display through 

eb. 16; museum hours are 
a.m. -4:45 p.m. Monday·
• ay, 9 a.m.·4 p.m. Saturday.
·lllllN: UNLV's Marjorie
rridl Museum.

. Tickets: Free.
'• hdlrnlltien: 895-3381 or 

,j 

: 895-0259 (guided tours). 

"This exhibit 
starts with 
how official 
(Soviet) pro
paganda pie
tured America 
-it is art as
propaganda
andpro�
da asart."

Sbalin, who 
is not an artist 
himself, con
ducts tours of 
theexlubit 
during which 
he distusses 

the events in the Soviet Union. He is 
director of a project he developed to 
study Russian culture in transition. 

"When the Bolsheviks (C.ommunists) 

See Russian, 2E 
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UNLV professor Dmitri Shalln poses In front of Va9rlch Bakhchanyan's "America Through Russian Eyes," which Is part of the "Cold War/Hot Culture: Amer 
Museum. The piece Is made up of enlar9ements of caricatures from Russian newspapers and magazines In 1982·83. Shalln Qfves tours of the exhibit, which 1 

Zhltomlrsky, which Is also part of the exhibit. 

Russian 
"It was very crude, none too goods, cars and art - expres- include porcelain, sculpting and 

subtle," Shalin said. sionist art, which very much painting, was living in Moscow 
Shalin said officially America impressed young Russian art- at the time of the "Bulldozer 

from page 1E 
was always "an embodiment of ists," Shalin said. "From that Exhibition," but he didn't par- ama 
ills plaguing capitalist society. point on we had a burgeoning ticipate. 

Vt For many Russian artists, on nonconformist art scene in Rus- "I decided I was not yet pre-
the other hand, the U.S. had sia." pared to show my art to the relent 

came to power (in 1917) there been the source of profound fas- Two of the artists credited public," he said in a recent tele-
was a big rivalry and America cination and ambivalence." with leading the artistic revolu- phone interview from New 
quickly emerged as the ultimate A thaw in relations between tion are Vitaly Komar and Alex York City. 
'other,' as the enemy, as every- the two countries began when Melamid, who have been artis-
thing that was wrong with the Soviet Premier Nikita Khrush- tic partners since meeting in A defining moment 
West," he said. "Whatever fears chev came to the United States Moscow in the 1960s. Their 

' and paranoias Russians had in 1959 and called for disarma- movement was called Sots Art, He called the exhibition a de-
about themselves, such as their ment and peaceful coexistence. equivalent to Pop Art in the fining moment. "After that, free-
own problems with the KGB That same year the first exhibi- U.S. dom came," he said. "Commun- friends, 

(secret police), they would proj- tion sponsored by the United "Russian artists noticed with ism was still there, but alterna- ists, and 

ect them on the CIA and such." States in the Soviet Union was some amazement that American tive art could be shown (but sia for A 

Typically, Russian artwork held in Moscow. advertisement is very much like not everywhere, only in desig- France� 

degraded America with such Soviet propaganda," Shalin said. nated places)." where ti 

tactics as distorting the Statue Seeing America "It's relentless, it's relentlessly Samples of Bruskin's work art. 

of Liberty or including Hitler in cheerful, it's full of cliched Ian- also are on exht"bit at the Bar- He ha 

the background of an American The exhibition gave Soviet guage." rick Museum. new wa, 

scene. Artists focused on such citizens their first real look at Lenin's profile began appear- "The main problem I had in "The 

issues as racism, crime and cor- American culture. ing on red banners emblazoned Russia was absence of freedom. other ki1 

porate greed. "It brought in consumer with the Coca-Cola logo; the Man cannot be happy without "It's int« 

Marlboro cigarette lo�o �r:ame freedom," Bruskin, who immi- sition IM 
ctrt1+M 1,,.. +1-...:. T T-:+-,1 Cf-af._..., :_ .,_...,l,,o, ,. .... 



"America Through Russian Eyes," which is part of the "Cold War/Hot Culture: America and Russian Nonconformist Art" exhibit at UNLY's Barrick 
slan newspapers and magazines in 1982-83. Shalln gives tours of the exhibit, which runs through Feb. 9. At right Is a photo montage by Alexander 

goods, cars and art - expres- include porcelain, sculpting and 
sionist art, which very much painting, was living in Moscow "Russian artists noticed with some impressed young Russian art- at the time of the "Bulldozer 
ists," Shalin said. "From that Exhibition," but he didn't par- amazement that American advertisement is 
point on we had a burgeoning ticipate. 

very much like Soviet propaganda. It's nonconformist art scene in Rus- "I decided I was not yet pre-
sia." pared to show my art to the relentless, it's relentlessly cheerful, it's full of 

Two of the artists credited public," he said in a recent tele-
cliched language." with leading the artistic revolu- phone interview from New 

tion are Vitaly Komar and Alex York City. 
Dmitri Shalin Melamid, who have been artis-

tic partners since meeting in A defining moment UNLV SOCIOLOGY PROFESSOR 

Moscow in the 1960s. Their 
movement was called Sots Art, He called the exhibition a de-
equivalent to Pop Art in the fining moment. "After that, free-

friends were underground art- make ends meet and many of U.S. dom came," he said. "Commun-

"Russian artists noticed with ism was still there, but alterna- ists, and most of them left Rus- them do advertising or commis-

some amazement that American tive art could be shown (but sia for America, Germany, sion work they may hate or not 

advertisement is very much like not everywhere, only in desig- France and other countries care for. It requires marketing 

Soviet propaganda," Shalin said. nated places)." where they could pursue their on their part, finding agents 
Samples of Bruskin's work art. and so on. A difficult era "It's relentless, it's relentlessly 

also are on exhibit at the Bar- He has seen changes in the dawned from the breakdown of cheerful, it's full of cliched Ian-
rick Museum. new wave of Russian artists. the Soviet Union. It placed art-guage." 

"The main problem I had in "The young artists do an- ists in a very difficult situation." Lenin's profile began appear-
Russia was absence of freedom. other kind of work," he said. He said the majority of the 

ing on red banners emblazoned 
Man cannot be happy without "It's interesting, but it is a tran- artists who left the Soviet with the Coca-Cola logo; the 
freedom," Bruskin, who immi- sition period. I will wait to Union immigrated to the 

Marlboro cigarette logo became 
grated to the United States in make conclusions about the United States, settling primarily 

an artistic statement; Stalin's 
1988, said. "In the U.S. I belong new movement, but they are in New York and Los Angeles. 

profile appeared in art beside to myself. I am free. Nobody free. They go everywhere. They Many of them are on welfare, 
the profile of Marilyn Monroe. can direct what I should do or are part of the international art he said. Some are barely mak-

"Artists began to juxtapose shouldn't. I can live my life like field'. It is fantastic." ing a living and others, such as 
American imagery and Soviety I want to. Shalin, who immigrated from Bruskin, Komar and Melamid, 
imagery ... icons of the West "In Russia, the (government) Russia in 1976, sometimes re- are successful and survive solely 
and icons of the East," Shalin was always looking for some- turns to his native land. He also on income from their art. 
said. thing to make you guilty. I was sees dramatic differences be- The current exhibition is an 

In September 1974 Komar guilty because I was a Jew, an tween artists then and now. extension of a three-day event 
and Melamid held an open-air artist. I was guilty because I held at UNL V in November 
art exhibit near Moscow that wanted good food and guilty be- 'Not enough freedom' commemorating the end of the 
garnered international attention cause I wanted to travel abroad. Cold War. Shalin described the 
and outrage when the govern- Now, in the U.S., I am not "One thing about the Soviet- event as a festival that featured 
ment tore it down. The event guilty. I have a very good feel- era art scene," he said, "there panel discussions, music per-
became known as the "Bull- ing." was not enough freedom, but if formances, poetry readings and 
dozer Exhibition" and marked a Bruskin was a teacher in you were officially an artist you a screening of a film entitled 
turning point in the way the So- Moscow, practicing his art be- were paid a salary - even if "Images of America in Soviet 
viet government treated its un- hind closed doors. you did nothing. Cinema." 
derground artists, giving them "I couldn't show my pieces in "A lot of attention was given "This is about the fascination 
more freedom but not respect. Russia," he said. "I was asked to artists. But after the Soviet of one country with another," 

The two artists were expelled to come on trial with my art- Union collapsed and the KGB he said. "Both countries came 
from Russia shortly after their work. They (the government) was no longer interested, artists into existence as result of a rev-
exhibition and landed in Israel were considering what I was discovered that they have all olution. Both considered them-
for a while. In 1978 they ended doing. My art related to my life. the freedom in the world, but selves the messiah, the wave of 
up in New York City, which is It was a different kind of work. they don't have an audience. the future." 
now their base of operation. Ex- My art analyzed socialism and They don't have the same kind 
amples of their work are on dis- Judaism. I was interested in of potential, the same kind of Jerry Fink is an Accent 
play at the Barrick Museum. both." income. feature writer. Reach him at 

Grisha Bruskin, whose media Bruskin said most of his "Now they must find ways to jerry@lasvegassun.com or 259-4058. 
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lblre: America and Russian Nonconformist Art" exhibit at UNLY's Barrick 
lblt, which runs thro119h Feb. 9. At ricJht Is a photo montatt by Alexallder 

"Russian artists noticed with some 
amazement that American advertisement is 

very much like Soviet propaganda. It's 
relentless, it's relentlessly cheerful, it's full of 

cliched language." 

Dmitri Shalin 
UNLV SOCIOLOGY PROFESSOR 

friends were underground art
ists, and most of them left Rus
sia for America. Germany, 
France and other countries 
where they could pursue their 
art. 

He has seen changes in the 
new wave of Russian artists. 

"The young artists do an
other kind of work," he said. 
"It's interesting, but it is a tran
sition period. I will wait to 
make conclusions about the 
new movement, but they are 
free. They go everywhere. They 

are part of the international art 
eld It is fantastic." 

make ends meet and many of 
them do advertising or commis
sion work they may hate or not 
care for. It requires marketing 
on their part, finding agents 
and so on. A difficult era 
dawned from the breakdown of 
the Soviet Union. It placed art
ists in a very difficult situation." 

He said the majority of the 
artists who left the Soviet 
Union immigrated to the 
United States, settling primarily 
in New York and Los Angeles. 
Many of them are on welfare, 
he said. Some are barely mak
ing a living and others, such as 
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·on the walls 
Th_e best art hung in Vegas in 2000 

rt dissolves in memory. Once the 

A gallery doors bang shut on your 
way out, you commence forgetting 

what you've seen. Pixels in your mental 
image black out: meaningful details, intel
lectual nuances. You fi ll in those blanks 
with a generalized good or bad impres
sion. In time, you may remember specific 
artworks fairly well but never precisely, 
and will have sluiced an entire exhibit 
down to a highly inexact recollection. 

What I'm saying is that I barely remem
ber the stuff I viewed and reviewed this 
year. I have a sieve mentality-my eyes 
take it in, and my brain leaks it out. This 
might be bad in fields where accuracy 
counts, but visual art isn't one of them. 
The way art kinks and twists and distorts 
in your mind over time is one of the very 
cool things about it. 

What this means for the discriminating 
consumer of year-end best-of lists is this: I 
may remember what I think I saw more 
fondly or harshly than I did at the time. 
Breaks have been given, slack has been 
cut, worms have turned. So don't crab at 
me because my assessment of Jose 
Bellver's black paintings is now more 
favorable than what I wrote about it in 
March. I was so much older then, I'm 
younger than that now. 

If there are any broad conclusions to be 
drawn from my selections, I don't know 
what they are, except that I have an obvi
ous predilection for smart, literate, fun art; 
so my list is full of that, to the exclusion of 
more impressive shows, more highly tout
ed shows and Salvador Dali exhibits. 

Q GODSEND, BY MICHAEL 
HUSSAR, JUDY BAYLEY THEATRE 
LOBBY (UNLV) 

Show of the year, hands down. These 
lush, theatrical, pulpy paintings went for 

baroque and got there in spades. Nude 
women and evil chefs! Phallic trees and a 
fat lady singing while on fire! Whimsy! 
Mystery! Desire! Outstanding on its own 
merits, the exhibit's impact was height
ened by the demure venue. Art that has to 
be draped in black when kids are around 
(during a performance of Sesame Street 
Live) is what I like to see at a university. 

fj VEGAS VANITAS, BY ROBERT 
BECKMANN, UNDISPLAYED 

Trick selection! Unless you were one of 
the few privileged with an invitation to 
Beckmann's Henderson studio, you didn't 
see this series, still ongoing. Your loss. In 
an invigorating braiding of his many inter
ests, Beckmann has inserted Vegas archi
tecture into lush biblical scenes, painted in 
an Old Master style. They're about land
scape, the natural versus the manmade, 
the meaning of Las Vegas- but they're 
mostly about painting great, timeless pic
tures. Watch for news of its display. 

@) SMALL MASTERPIECES OF 
PERFECTION, BY KUAN CHUN-Ml, 
CHARLESTON HEIGHTS ARTS 
CENTER 

This was my sleeper of the year. You 
simply stood there transfixed at the won
ders this humbled craftsman has etched 
and cut into ... eggshells. The dynamics of 
force and delicacy were mind-boggling, as 
anyone who's made an omelet can attest. 
The show easily lived up to its title. 

C, BOTANICAL WORKS, BY 
KATHLEEN NATHAN, 
WINCHESTER COMMUNITY 
CENTER 

Nathan, a photographer, used a cam
era-less photo technique to probe the 
inner architecture of plant stems, leaves 

~, :t,'4•i~ 

By Scott Dickensheets 
( dickens@vegas.com) 

and moth wings. Perfectly nestled into this 
small gallery, Nathan's show took a tradi
tional symbol of natural beauty- the 
flower- and turned it inside out, propos
ing a new definition of beauty in the 
process. 

@) BLACK PAINTINGS, BY JOSE 
BELLVER, SMALLWORKS 
GALLERY 

A fierce partisan of Bellver's work, 
nonetheless was lukewarm about this 
show at the time. Why would ari artist 
with so much technical virtuosity at his 
command abandon the features that make 
art "art"--color, line, narrative, visual joy, 
paint-to instead frost rectangles of ply
wood with thick black tar? That question 
nags at me still, enough to tease this puz
zling exhibit onto my list. 

(3 THE BIG G STANDS FOR 
GOODNESS, SISTER CORITA 
KENT, DONNA BEAM GALLERY 
(UNLV) 

This gallery full of textual graphics had 
a zoomy, retro-'60s feel ... except it wasn't 
retro-they actually were from the '60s. 
Kent, a Catholic nun, borrowed consumer 
slogans-the title piece utilized a General 
Mills ad line-and converted them to her 
own moral agenda. Never have the words 
"nun art" promised so little yet delivered 
so much. 

@ COLD WAR, HOT CULTURE: 
AMERICA AND NONCONFORMIST 
RUSSIAN ART, GROUP EXHIBIT, 
MARJORIE BARRICK MUSEUM 
(UNLV) 

Going in expecting Marxist brainwash, 
you instead found witty, engaging pieces 
that had Lenin flacking for Coca Cola and 
McDonald's, as well as a startling junk 

assemblage titled, "Useless Art in Search 
of a Hopeless Cause," the sort of acknowl
edgement you wish more American artists 
would make. 

@) INTIMATE ABSTRACTIONS, EMILY 
JOYCE, DONNA BEAM GALLERY (U NLV) 

The pieces by this Houston artist were 
crazy, cartoony little things in which 
small, enigmatic shapes were placed in a 
flat, two-dimensional world, given no lin
ear relationship, and set loose to frolic. 

@) DIGITAL DELUXE, CURTIS 
FAIRMAN, GRANT HALL GALLERY 
(UNLV) 

Wandering the campus, I chanced onto 
this out-of-the-way little show by an art 
student who cut crop-circle imagery into 
carpet and made bristly wall sculptures 
from hairbrushes, elevating household 
items into objects of mystery. Nice move: 

G) ASIAN ART NOW 2 000, 
GROUP EXHIBIT, LAS VEGAS ART 
MUSEUM 

I barely remember this one, but I 
remember I liked it a lot. I have much bet
ter memories of this one than of the muse
um's highly touted Dali exhibit. m 



Cold War/Hot Culture 
Interenational Festival of Russian Art and Culture 

Hot For Red October 
The Cold War is given a Pop-like treatment at a must-see UNLV exhibit 

By Claire Christian 
CityLife, December 14, 2000 

One of the meatiest exhibits to grace our fair city currently occupies the temporary exhibition space 
at UNLV's Marjorie Barrick Museum. America and Russian Non-Conformist Art (Cold War, Hot 
Culture) includes works by numerous Soviet-era and post-Cold War Russian artists working in a 
variety of media. For many of us, America and Russian Non-Conformist Art marks our 
introduction the Russian phenomenon of "Sots Art" nearly identical in visual form to American Pop 
Art, but sprung from a vastly different impetus. The Sots artist also met societal stigma 
diametrically opposed to the relative adulation enjoyed by Pop artists. Regina Khidekel, the curator 
of a Sots Art exhibition at the University of Minnesota, sums up the difference between Sots and 
Pop quite succinctly: "Both expressed and exposed the core elements of their societies: in America, 
consumerism, and in the USSR, communist ideology. Pop and Sots artists used irony, parody, and 
mockery as their modus operandi. However, their destinies were different. Pop artists and Pop art 
became part of the mainstream; Sots, at least in its first phase, remained underground and marginal 
and its artists were harassed and misunderstood. Pop and Sots, though similar in style and intent, 
evolved differently because of radical dissimilarities in the political climate and artistic 
opportunities in America and Russia." 

Thank you, Ms. Khidekel. I couldn't have said it better myself. In any event, Sots art, including 
much of the work on display at the Barrick, seems to critique not only Soviet communist ideology, 
but also America's materialism and habit of playing the part of the big brother‹or, dare I say, bully. 
Take, for example, Yuri Albert's 1991 work entitled “Masterpiece.” Executed in the unmistakable 
style of Roy Lichtenstein, Albert's work exhibits neither the more famous artist's precision nor 
inimitable design sensibility. And Albert completely ignored Lichtenstein's “Ben Day” dot 
technique; the Russian artist's crude replication of the effect of a newsprint comic strip is distantly 
removed from the American Pop icon's uptight graphic quality. But paying homage to Lichtenstein, 
however imperfectly, is clearly not the point of "Masterpiece." The Brenda Starr-knockoff female 
figure in the painting has a talk bubble above her head that reads something to the effect of, "Why 
Yuri, darling, this painting is as good as that American Pop poseur, if only you had his instant name 
recognition, you'd be famous too!" I've taken some poetic license in the retelling (regretfully, I 
didn't jot down the whole blurb), but I swear the message is mostly intact. Bottom line: Comrade, 
you're on to something. Or, bingo, as we Yanks say. American fame is, by all visible accounts, a 
mysterious and unearned phenomenon. It is worthy of worldwide scrutiny and deconstruction. It's 
snotty, I suppose, to point out Lichtenstein's seemingly kindergarten-simple tableaux actually are 
more than a few shades better than Albert's "Masterpiece." His point is well taken regardless of this 
small fact. 

Another work that flies in the face of the Sots-as-Communism-critique idea is Vagrich 
Bakhchanyan's "America Through Russian Eyes," a compilation of caricature Enlargements from 



1982-1983. Bakhchanyan's work comprises a grid of 21 black and white caricatures of American 
stereotypes, mostly military in nature. My three semesters of college Russian were an utter loss, 
save for the fact I can painstakingly sound out words spelled with Cyrillic characters; I picked out 
"Pentagon" penned underneath one pushy-looking, scowling fellow. "Terrorism" (thank God for 
cognates) scrawled across another menacing figure's chest said it all. It is fair to say that not only is 
Soviet propaganda being reflected through the critical prism of art here, but also general American 
aggression and, perhaps, its overblown sense of entitlement. All 21 caricatures amount to a small 
army of swaggering, foaming-at-the-mouth blowhards for the good of the democratic (read: 
capitalist) state interesting, in light of the literature accompanying the exhibit that describes it as a 
"tribute to America." In many cases, any tribute seems backhanded at best. Wherefore art thou, o 
promised critique of Soviet propaganda? Not all the images on display here are provocative in 
exactly this fashion. Vagrich Bakhchanyan contributes another image series to this show called 
“Save Time! 30 Exhibitions on the Same Day.” For this performance/photographic project, the 
artist had himself photographed holding a sign reading "Save Time" in plain block letters. In each 
of 30 different photographs, he stood in a different New York City art gallery on Nov. 18, 1977. 
The viewer of Bakhchanyan's streamlining exercise is, therefore, privy to many examples of 1970s 
gallery fodder: Some large black ink markings look like Franz Kline, while what appear to be pages 
torn from a notebook covered with scribble marks could be Raymond Pettibon. The sculptures 
fashioned from crunched car parts can only be by Richard Chamberlain. In any event, with some 
exceptions, most of the work pictured in this glimpse of the day in the life of the New York City art 
world suggests one thing‹most art from 20-plus years ago looks entirely forgettable today. 
Bakhchanyan's compression idea was brilliant for this very reason. In retrospect, would it really 
have been worth it to traipse all over New York City to see this stuff in person? 

Leonid Sokov's "Locked Hammer and Sickle" from 1996 looks at first like a bonafide piece of 
Soviet criticism. What appears to be a medieval torture device fabricated in iron and wood, the 
large sculpture suggests the painful paralysis of a once formidable regime. Even this work may be 
sending critical impulses toward America, though; the Immobilized hammer and sickle might stand 
for the economic perilousness that has met Russia in the wake of Communism's downfall, which 
has been blamed on some inherent fallacy in the capitalist premise. 

How a similar exhibit, described in the show's literature, in 1959 could have hinted at a "thaw in 
Russian-American relations" remains quite mysterious. This show seems, in many cases, to point at 
America as the oppressor. All in all, though, the work is interesting and conveys a kind of desperate 
courage on the part of the artist. It is believable the Soviets would not have gone for much of the 
work on display; the work doesn't have the sanitized look of the didactic art favored by these kinds 
of regimes. 

It's definitely a must-see as we celebrate the 10th anniversary of the termination, for better or for 
worse, of the strange society that fostered this work. 

America and Russian Non-Conformist Art continues through February 9, 2001 at UNLV’s 
Marjorie Barrick Museum. The exhibit is part of a larger festival commemorating the end of the 
Cold War. For more information, call 895-3381. 

 




